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Radiative relaxation of Cr(CO)5
2 was investigated by two techniques: a standard two-pulse
photodissociation experiment and by using the branching ratio of its reaction with oxygen as
an ion thermometric probe. Photoexcitation at 1064 nm was used to prepare highly vibra-
tionally excited Cr(CO)5
2. Although the overall oxidation rate changes only slightly upon
excitation (actually decreasing by a factor of 1.2 6 0.1), the primary product distribution shifts
dramatically, from Cr(CO)3O
2 (the thermodynamic product) to Cr(CO)3O2
2 (the kinetic
product). The two-pulse photodissociation measurement gave a radiative relaxation rate
constant (krad) of 15 6 2 s
21, whereas the branching ratio experiments gave a krad value of
3.3 6 0.7 s21. The large difference between these two values is due to the difference in
Cr(CO)5
2 internal energy ranges probed by the two techniques. In the high internal energy
regime interrogated by the two-pulse measurements (about 12,000 to 6000 cm21), the strongly
emitting C–O stretching modes are populated and contribute to fast relaxation. In contrast, the
branching ratio measurements remain sensitive to internal energy changes all the way down
to thermal energies, where the C–O stretches are depopulated and thus unavailable for
radiative relaxation. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 1999, 10, 950–957) © 1999 American Society
for Mass Spectrometry
This paper is dedicated to the memory of Ben S.Freiser. Ben genuinely relished his role as ateacher, both as a Ph.D. mentor (S.W.B.) and in
the undergraduate analytical classroom (B.T.C.), and he
continued to offer support and encouragement for years
afterward. He approached both science and life with a
mixture of contagious enthusiasm, wry humor, and
dogged persistence. Ben will be greatly missed.
The long trapping times obtainable in Fourier trans-
form ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrom-
etry make it possible to study ion photochemistry.
Freiser and Beauchamp were not only the first to
observe visible photodissociation by sequential two-
photon absorption and to recognize the involvement of
a vibrationally excited intermediate (generated by effi-
cient internal conversion) [1], but they also realized the
potential that such systems afford for the study of
vibrational relaxation [2]. Dunbar refined these tech-
niques into a more readily interpreted two-pulse pho-
todissociation method, which amounts to a very slow,
one-color, “pump–probe” experiment for trapped ions
[3–5]. In this experiment, ions that have absorbed one
photon during the first laser pulse are allowed to relax,
and the fraction of this population having internal
energy above the “one-photon threshold” (the dissoci-
ation threshold energy minus the photon energy) is
interrogated by a second laser pulse.
The pressures obtainable in an ICR cell are low
enough that ions may be trapped under essentially
collision-free conditions. In the absence of collisions, the
default mechanism for vibrational relaxation is sequen-
tial infrared emission. At intermediate pressures, both
collisional and radiative processes contribute to the
total relaxation rate [6]:
2
dE
dt
5 krelax z E
5 ~krad 1 kcoll[M]) z E
5 ~krad 1 e z kL[M]) z E (1)
In this equation, the collisional contribution depends on
the Langevin collision rate constant kL, the collision
efficiency e, and the collision gas number density [M].
Recently, an alternative technique was developed for
observing the relaxation of aluminum cluster anions in
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an ICR trap [7]. In this technique, changes in the
product branching ratio for the bimolecular reactions of
Al16
2 with O2 were used as a probe of relative ion
internal energy. In the spirit of Ben Freiser, we have
dubbed this technique “BiRPIE,” for Bimolecular Reac-
tions as a Probe of Internal Energy. In this paper, we
compare the information obtained from both two-pulse
photodissociation and BiRPIE experiments for the radi-
ative relaxation of chromium pentacarbonyl anion,
Cr(CO)5
2.
The photochemistry [8], thermochemistry [9, 10], and
oxidation reactions [10–12] of chromium pentacarbonyl
anion have been extensively studied. A previous inves-
tigation of the photodecomposition behavior of
Cr(CO)5
2 found that this ion absorbs broadly for photon
energies above about 2.2 eV [8]. The observed visible
absorption band was tentatively assigned as a metal–
ligand charge transfer transition. Although Cr(CO)5
2
appears transparent in the red, it does absorb at 1064
nm in the near infrared (presumably a ligand field
band), requiring the sequential absorption of two pho-
tons in order to dissociate [13, 14]. The [(OC)4Cr–CO]
2
bond dissociation energy has also been measured by
collision-induced dissociation (CID) threshold experi-
ments to be 40.6 6 3.5 kcal/mol (Sunderlin et al. [9]) or
44.7 6 3.5 kcal/mol (Hop and McMahon [10]). Both of
these values are consistent with two-photon behavior at
1064 nm.
Several studies have focused on the gas-phase oxi-
dation reactions of 17-electron metal carbonyl anions,
including Cr(CO)5
2. Initially, Squires and co-workers
[11] used the flowing afterglow (FA) method to inves-
tigate the kinetics and branching ratios of the gas phase
reactions of Cr(CO)5
2 with O2. They observed relatively
slow formation of a range of chromium carbonyl oxide
and chromium polyoxide anions. Subsequently, Bricker
and Russell [12] studied the reactions of Cr(CO)5
2 with
O2 under the low pressure conditions of FT-ICR and
observed an unusual temperature dependence. Upon
heating the reagent inlets to 100°C, the rate constant for
the primary reaction increased by an order of magni-
tude. This was attributed to the generation of a high
energy, more reactive form of Cr(CO)5
2. Reaction path-
ways for the higher order oxidation reactions were also
obtained using MS/MS techniques. Most recently, Hop
and McMahon [10] used an FT-ICR mass spectrometer
equipped with a high-pressure ion source in an effort to
reconcile some of the differences in the higher order
products observed in the first two studies.
In the present study we report both the unimolecu-
lar, 1064 nm photochemistry of Cr(CO)5
2 and the effects
of photoexcitation on the reactions of Cr(CO)5
2 with O2.
Because the [(OC)4Cr–CO]
2 bond dissociation energy is
large enough that Cr(CO)5
2 requires the absorption of
two 1064 nm photons to dissociate, it is possible to
prepare vibrationally excited Cr(CO)5
2 ions (following
rapid internal conversion) through the absorption of a
single 1064 nm photon [13]. Finally, both photodisso-
ciation and oxidation reactions are used as internal
energy probes to observe the relaxation of these vibra-
tionally excited ions over different energy ranges.
Experimental
All experiments were conducted at the University of
Arizona in a Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance
mass spectrometer previously described in detail [13,
15, 16]. Briefly, a rectangular trapping cell (35 v 35 mm
trap plates held 70 mm apart) was contained in a
diffusion pumped (Alcatel) vacuum chamber (base
pressure ’ 1029 torr) placed between the pole faces of a
10 in. Varian electromagnet operating at 0.7 tesla. The
trapping cell and experimental pulse sequences were
controlled by a Nicolet FTMS-2000 data station and cell
controller.
Oxygen was admitted to the chamber through Var-
ian variable leak valves; chamber pressure was mea-
sured at a nude ion gauge with a Granville-Phillips 271
gauge controller and inlet system pressure was moni-
tored with a CVC thermocouple gauge. Chamber pres-
sure was calibrated in terms of gauge pressure using the
reaction of O2 with N2O [17] and tabulated relative
gauge sensitivity factors. Corrected O2 pressures used
in these experiments ranged from 4 3 1027 to 2 3 1026
torr. Chromium pentacarbonyl anion was generated by
dissociative electron capture of nominally 0.1 eV elec-
trons by Cr(CO)6:
Cr(CO)6 1 e
23 Cr(CO)5
2 1 CO (2)
Chromium hexacarbonyl is quite volatile and was ad-
mitted to the cell through a pulsed valve (General Valve
Corp. series 9). The pressure wave emitted from the
pulsed valve reached a maximum of ;1025 torr and
was pumped away within ;500 ms. After an appropri-
ately long delay [both for pumping and to allow nascent
Cr(CO)5
2 to relax after the ionization step], Cr(CO)5
2 was
isolated using swept RF ejection pulses.
A vacuum window and excite “plates” made of
;80% transmissive tungsten screen (Unique Wire
Weaving, Hillside, NJ) allowed the introduction of laser
light into the cell for the study of ion photochemistry.
The 1064 nm fundamental of a Spectra-Physics
(Quanta-Ray) DCR-11-3 pulsed Nd:YAG laser was
used in the “long-pulse” mode as the light source for
the photodissociation and photochemical experi-
ments described below. In this mode of operation the
Q-switch is held open for the entire duration of the
flashlamp pulse, spreading roughly 600 mJ of total
output pulse energy over a 200-ms-long series of short
but relatively weak pulses. The interface between the
laser and the mass spectrometer has been described
in detail [15].
Vibrationally excited Cr(CO)5
2 ions were prepared
by one-photon excitation. The quadratic laser fluence
dependence of the Cr(CO)5
2 photodissociation process
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indicates that it requires the sequential absorption of
two 1064 nm photons. Any polyatomic ion [like
Cr(CO)5
2] that requires the sequential absorption of two
photons in order to dissociate can be prepared as a
highly vibrationally excited species by the absorption of
a single photon from a laser pulse. The pulses used here
were sufficiently short that ion relaxation during the
pulse was negligible, but were spatially and temporally
diffuse enough that “simultaneous” multiphoton pro-
cesses were also unimportant: all absorptions were
sequential. Internal conversion is also much faster than
subsequent absorption, so that sequential two-photon
absorption (from the ground electronic state) occurs
readily within a 200 ms Nd:YAG laser pulse. Photoex-
cited ions cannot be distinguished from ground state
ions in the mass spectrum. However, because absorp-
tion is a probabilistic process, a Poisson distribution can
be used to estimate the excited fraction (Xexc) given an
observed extent of dissociation. (Identical results can be
obtained by fitting the observed extent of dissociation to
a sequential kinetics scheme.)
In practice, Xexc was maximized by adjusting the
laser alignment and power while observing the extent
of photodissociation from a single laser pulse. Except
for periodic control experiments to measure Xexc, pho-
toproducts from the first laser pulse were ejected
shortly after photoexcitation, isolating excited 1
ground state Cr(CO)5
2. Typically, up to 40% of the
isolated Cr(CO)5
2 population was in the excited state. In
two-pulse photodissociation relaxation measurements,
the delay time between laser pulses was varied and the
excess dissociation due to excited ion carryover be-
tween pulses was used to compute the fraction of
initially excited ions remaining above the one-photon
threshold. The Nd:YAG laser could not completely
recharge for pulse intervals shorter than 65 ms, so the
relative second-pulse energy was calibrated as a func-
tion of pulse spacing, using a digital oscilloscope to
view the output of a thermopile power meter and
subtract the profile of the first pulse. There was insuf-
ficient pulse energy for photodissociation for delays
shorter than 40 ms.
For BiRPIE experiments, isolated photoexcited 1
ground state Cr(CO)5
2 ions were allowed to relax in a
low-pressure O2 background. Any oxidation reaction
products that had formed were ejected at the end of this
relaxation period, and the oxidation reaction was al-
lowed to proceed anew long enough to obtain a reason-
ably precise measurement of the “instantaneous”
branching ratio. This experiment was limited at low O2
pressures by the long reaction times required to mea-
sure the branching ratio, and at high O2 pressures by
the loss of Cr(CO)5
2 due to oxidation during the relax-
ation delay. Because of this, the control branching ratios
in the BiRPIE experiments were somewhat higher than
the rigorously thermalized value; this does not signifi-
cantly affect the results.
Results and Discussion
Two-Pulse Photodissociation Experiments
Vibrationally excited Cr(CO)5
2 requires an average of
about 45 ms to relax below the one-photon threshold
after absorption of a 1064 nm photon, as shown in
Figure 1. In these experiments, Cr(CO)6 was introduced
through a pulse valve, and the chamber was allowed to
pump to below 1027 torr before the photoexcitation
event, for an estimated maximum collision rate of about
2 s21. Therefore, these data represent primarily radia-
tive relaxation occurring under essentially collision-free
conditions. This is a much shorter relaxation time than
has been measured for substituted benzenes in other
two-pulse photodissociation experiments [3–5].
The phenomenological energy disposal rate from a
vibrationally excited polyatomic ion can be regarded
from two perspectives. The radiative relaxation rate
constant krad describes macroscopic energy disposal,
whereas the spontaneous emission rate constant kem
accounts for the quantized, microscopic nature of relax-
ation. The “constant” kem(E) is necessarily a function of
internal energy, while krad is independent of internal
energy in the ideal case. To obtain the relaxation rate,
krad is multiplied by the internal energy, whereas kem(E)
is multiplied by the expectation value for the emitted
Figure 1. Two-pulse photodissociation of Cr(CO)5
2. A Poisson
distribution calculation was used to extract Xexc (the fraction of
initially excited ions remaining above the one-photon threshold
until the second laser pulse) from the raw data, with corrections
for the relative energy of the two pulses. A cascade relaxation
model with five discrete steps gave the best fit (solid line) to the
data, and was used to generate the distribution of times (dotted
line, 44.7 ms average) with which excited ions relaxed below the
one-photon threshold. A radiative relaxation rate constant krad 5
15 6 2 s21 was computed for the middle of this internal energy
range (;8800 cm21) using eq 3 and averaged model parameters
corresponding to ^v(E)& (step size 5 1155 cm21) and kem(E) (step
rate constant 5 115 s21).
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photon frequency. These relationships are summarized
in eq 3:
2
dE
dt
5 krad~E! z E 5 kem~E! z ^v~E!& (3)
Figure 1 plots Xexc, the fraction of initially excited
ions remaining above the one-photon threshold, as a
function of the delay between laser pulses. This is
observed experimentally as excess photodissociation
compared to what is expected for the known energy of
the second laser pulse. The quantity Xexc is extracted
from percentages of the Poisson distribution using the
relative pulse energy calibration data and the observed
extent of dissociation for a single pulse [18]. (This
calculation tacitly assumes that the cross section for the
electronic absorption transition does not change signif-
icantly after absorption of the first photon.) A small
correction was also applied for incomplete irradiation
of the ion cloud, given a reasonable estimate that about
90% of the trapped ions were irradiated by the ex-
panded laser beam.
The internal “temperature” of thermal ions in the
trap is estimated to be about 325 K due to the proximity
of the electron filament to the cell. The 45 ms radiative
“lifetime” of the vibrationally excited species therefore
represents the average time it takes a Cr(CO)5
2 ion to
relax from ;34 kcal/mol of internal energy (thermal 1
photon energy) to below ;16 kcal/mol (dissociation
threshold 2 photon energy). The thermal energy is
calculated from a vibrational partition function using
the estimated Cr(CO)5
2 vibrational frequencies from
Table 1, and is 6.8 kcal/mol at 325 K. These frequencies
were taken as those of the corresponding 27 (out of 33)
vibrational modes [19, 20] of Cr(CO)6, except that the
C–O stretching frequencies were adjusted downward
by 100 cm21 to account for the decrease in C–O bond
order due to additional p backbonding from the extra
electron on the metal center.
The experimental Xexc data were numerically fit to
multistep “cascade” kinetic models. A five-step model
with an average step size of 1155 cm21 and an average
rate constant per step of 115 s21 gave the best fit, and is
plotted in Figure 1. (Both the step size and step rate
constants were modeled as functions of internal energy,
although the results appear relatively insensitive to this
assumption.) The time distribution with which ions
relaxed below the one-photon threshold was calculated
from this fit (44.7 ms average) and is also plotted in
Figure 1. In this model, the average step size corre-
sponds to the expectation value for the emitted photon
frequency, and the average rate constant per step cor-
responds to the kem(E). Using these values and eq 3, a
value for krad 5 15 6 2 s
21 was found for the middle of
this energy range (;8800 cm21). This too is much faster
than the krad values (1.4–3 s
21) previously reported
[3–5] for substituted benzenes. This probably reflects
the narrower Cr(CO)5
2 internal energy span probed at
1064 nm here, relative to the visible wavelengths (514
[3, 5] and 590 nm [4]) used in the earlier two-pulse
experiments.
Thermal Reactions of Cr(CO)5
2 with O2
Scheme 1 shows a plausible mechanism (after Mc-
Donald [21, 22]) for the primary reactions of Cr(CO)5
2
with oxygen. There should be a substantial activation
barrier to the formation of the h1-superoxide because
total electronic spin is not conserved in the reaction [23]:
dioxygen is a ground state triplet and Cr(CO)5
2 is a
ground state doublet. Although the chromium super-
oxide species is 18-electron, formation of the 17-electron
h2-peroxide is presumably driven by the formation of a
second Cr–O bond, with the accompanying loss of CO.
The primary ionic products are Cr(CO)3O2
2 (kinetically
favored) and Cr(CO)3O
2 (thermodynamically favored
because of elimination of the stable CO2 neutral). For-
mation of the thermodynamic product proceeds
through a geometrically constrained, four-center tran-
sition state and is thus labeled the “tight” channel,
relative to the “loose” kinetic channel. (As used here,
loose is not intended to connote an increase in the
number of internal rotors.) It is not known how much
more exothermic the thermodynamic channel is. It is
believed that the oxygen atoms in Cr(CO)3O2
2 are
bound separately as the dioxo structure shown, both by
analogy to a similar matrix-isolated dioxygen species
[24] and because no dioxygen loss was observed upon
10 eV collisional activation of this ion [10].
The overall rate constant for this reaction was mea-
sured previously at 296 K in a flowing afterglow [11],
and is found to be 4.0 3 10211 cm3 s21, or roughly 7% of
the Langevin collision rate. This low efficiency is typical
of radical–radical association reactions [23]. The branch-
ing fraction for the kinetic product was only 5% under
these conditions. The corresponding rate constant and
branching fraction measured here by FT-ICR were (5 6
1) 3 10211 cm3 s21 (;9% efficient) and (9 6 2)% into
the kinetic product, respectively. Although this rate
constant compares favorably to the FA number, the
branching fraction is considerably higher, most likely
Table 1. Assumeda vibrational frequencies for Cr(CO)5
2
v (cm21) Degree Description
67 3 d(CCrC)
89 3 d(CCrC)
97 1 d(CCrC)
364 3 d(CrCO)
379 1 v(CrC)
390 2 v(CrC)
440 2 v(CrC)
510 3 d(CrCO)
532 3 d(CrCO)
668 1 d(CrCO)
1900 3 v(CO)
1966 2 v(CO)
aAdapted from [19] and [20] as described in the text.
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because of the high effective temperature in the ICR cell
due to the proximity of the electron filament. This is
true even if the ions trapped in the ICR cell are
completely thermalized, as they are believed to be here
(the postionization thermalization delay was increased
until the branching fraction leveled off). By comparison,
Bricker and Russell [12] obtained a branching fraction of
roughly 10% using a similar instrument, while Hop and
McMahon [10] observed a 5% branching fraction for
ions generated in their high-pressure external ion
source and (12 6 1)% for Cr(CO)5
2 ions allowed to react
with oxygen in the ICR cell.
Reactions of Photoexcited Cr(CO)5
2 with O2
The effects of vibrational excitation on the overall rate
constant and branching behavior are examined by pre-
paring a vibrationally excited Cr(CO)5
2 species by the
methods described above. Because both excited and
unexcited ions will be present [the distribution of
Cr(CO)5
2 internal energies is bimodal], the change in the
observed parameters due solely to the excited popula-
tion must be algebraically extracted from the combined
signal. This is accomplished for a generic physical
property P with the following equation, in which the
excited fraction Xexc is determined from one-pulse
dissociation experiments, as discussed above:
Ptot 5 Pexc z Xexc 1 Ptherm z ~1 2 Xexc! (4)
All quantities discussed below apply only to the excited
ion population.
The overall oxidation rate decreases by a factor of
1.2 6 0.1 upon the addition of one 1064 nm photon to
Cr(CO)5
2 before the reaction. Although a unimolecular
reaction rate constant can only increase with added
internal energy, the rate of the back reaction increases
faster with internal energy than the rate of the forward
reaction. The overall efficiency of this reaction can be
expressed in terms of kb, ks, kd, and kf assuming a
double-steady-state approximation in the ion–dipole
complex and the h1-superoxide:
e 5
kf ks
kb~kd 1 kf! 1 kf ks
(5)
It is curious that the oxidation of highly vibrationally
excited Cr(CO)5
2 is only slightly less efficient than for
the thermal anion. Back dissociation out of an ion–
molecule complex (kb) is considered loose and ought to
speed up much more with increasing internal energy
than the characteristically tight radical–radical associa-
tion reaction (ks). It is possible that vibration–transla-
tion energy transfer in the ion– dipole collision com-
plex is inefficient; in this case, both kb and ks would be
relatively insensitive to vibrational excitation. The
reaction efficiency does increase with translational
excitation [12], most likely because the activation
barrier for radical–radical association corresponds to
that required to bring an oxygen atom close enough
to the chromium nucleus to alter the total electronic
spin [23]. Because the chromium atom is very near the
center of mass of Cr(CO)5
2, vibrational excitation
should not couple strongly into the association reac-
tion coordinate.
The changes in kf and kd with vibrational excitation
must also be considered. Both reactions might be de-
scribed as tight—the back dissociation by microscopic
reversibility and the forward reaction by the geometric
constraints imposed by the formation of the h2-perox-
ide. It should be noted that the density of product
translational states for the overall back dissociation is
1.18 times higher than that for kf—identical within
experimental error to the factor by which the reaction
slows down upon vibrational excitation. Although this
is probably an oversimplification, the overall result is
the same: reaction efficiency is relatively insensitive to
vibrational excitation. This accounts for the surprising
congruence between the FA rate constants and those
measured here by ICR. It seems reasonable that both
steps (h1-superoxide and h2-peroxide formation) are
relatively insensitive to vibrational excitation, rather
than that a large change in the efficiency of one is offset
by nearly as large a change in the other.
The branching ratio for this reaction also is altered by
the presence of excess internal energy. The fraction
branching into Cr(CO)3O2
2 (the kinetic product) in-
creases from (9 6 2)% at thermal energies to (50 6
10)% at the internal energy corresponding to thermal
plus one 1064 nm photon. The reaction shifts away from
the thermodynamic channel at higher internal energies
because of the geometrical constraints imposed by the
four-centered transition state leading to CO2 loss. This
constraint prevents the density of states for the thermo-
dynamic (tight) channel from rising as rapidly as that of
the kinetic (loose) channel with increasing internal
energy in the activated intermediate.
These results for the vibrationally excited oxidation
reaction may be contrasted with the unusual behavior
observed by Bricker and Russell [12] when they heated
the inlets of their FT-ICR. Because the Cr(CO)5
2 oxida-
tion reaction slows down with increasing anion vibra-
tional energy, the oxidation rate increase they ob-
served can only be due to electronic excitation. The
inlets were heated very near the 110 °C decomposi-
tion temperature of Cr(CO)6, and the stainless steel
inlet walls may have catalyzed decomposition to
(neutral) Cr(CO)5. It was hypothesized that electron
attachment to Cr(CO)5 might form the Cr(CO)5
2 anion
in a long-lived, high-spin, isolated electronic state
having different reactive properties than the elec-
tronic ground state anion. The results of this paper
(vibrational excitation decreases the reaction rate) are
consistent with that idea.
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Relaxation of Cr(CO)5
2 Probed by Bimolecular
Reactions with O2
The change in branching ratio with internal energy can
be used as an ion thermometric technique to probe the
internal energy of Cr(CO)5
2 and measure its relaxation
rate. Dunbar and co-workers [25] have used the branch-
ing ratio of unimolecular reactions as ion thermometric
probes, but this is only the second instance [7] in which
a bimolecular reaction was employed for this purpose.
The experimental procedure for BiRPIE was described
above. Because the overall oxidation rate depends only
weakly on vibrational excitation, both excited and un-
excited Cr(CO)5
2 will be depleted nearly proportionally
during the cooling delay—no attempt was made to
correct the raw data for this effect.
Figure 2 plots the “instantaneous” branching ratio
observed as a function of cooling delay for an oxygen
pressure of 1.2 3 1026 torr. An ad hoc exponential fit
(krelax 5 7.4 6 0.4 s
21) is shown as a solid line and the
thermal control measurements are shown as a dashed
line. (Similar fits could be obtained for plots of the
branching fraction, but a quick RRK calculation revealed
that the ratio should vary more linearly with ion
internal energy, and slightly better results were ob-
tained by fitting ratio plots.) Because the overall reac-
tion is less than 10% efficient, there will be many
unreactive collisions for each reactive one and the
measured branching behavior will be convolved with a
collisional cooling component. By repeating this exper-
iment for two other O2 pressures within the (narrow)
usable range, radiative and collisional relaxation com-
ponents were found using eq 1: krad 5 3.3 6 0.4 s
21 and
kcoll was (21 6 4)% of the Langevin collision rate. All
kinetic results for vibrationally excited Cr(CO)5
2 are
summarized in Table 2. Note that collisional cooling
during the time it takes to measure the “instantaneous”
branching ratio is not as severe a problem as antici-
pated, because only about 21% of nonreactive collisions
effectively remove energy from the ion.
Comparison of Two-Pulse and Bimolecular
Relaxation Measurements
Radiative relaxation of a polyatomic ion is a complex
process that cannot be accurately described in complete,
microscopic detail. However, a big step toward a mi-
croscopic model can be made by considering the Ein-
stein equation for spontaneous emission [6]. This equa-
tion is expressed below as a proportion that identifies
three key factors: the v3 dependence of emission from a
given vibrational mode, the average number of quanta
in the mode as a function of internal energy, and the
squared transition dipole matrix element (related to the
“intensity”) of the 1 3 0 transition:
kem~E! 5 O
i
kem,i~E!}O
i
vi
3 z ^ni~E!& z um10ui
2 (6)
(Note: kem,i is just the Einstein A coefficient for sponta-
neous emission from the ith mode. Recall also that for a
harmonic oscillator the squared transition dipole matrix
element for the n 3 n 2 1 transition is n times that of
the 1 3 0 transition.) The total rate constant for spon-
taneous emission from a polyatomic is written as a sum
over all vibrational modes vi. The estimated Cr(CO)5
2
frequencies listed in Table 1 were used here. Because
infrared intensities are almost completely unknown for
ions, as a starting point all modes were assumed
equally infrared active. This assumption does not inval-
idate the qualitative conclusions of this model dis-
cussed below.
The most difficult task is to calculate the average
number of quanta (the “occupation number”) in a given
vibrational mode at a given total internal energy. This
Figure 2. Relaxation of Cr(CO)5
2 probed by bimolecular reactions
with O2 (1.2 3 10
26 torr). Plots of the branching ratio (kloose/ktight)
give somewhat better fits than plots of the branching fraction
(kloose/ktotal). The relaxation rate constant obtained from this
graph (7.4 6 0.4 s21) is the sum of radiative and collisional
contributions. A radiative relaxation rate constant krad 5 3.3 6 0.7
s21 is found as the zero-pressure limit of the pressure-dependent
relaxation data.
Table 2. Kinetic behavior of vibrationally excited Cr(CO)5
2
Oxidation:
ktherm/khot 1.2 6 0.1
fraction into 22CO channel
thermal 0.09 6 0.02
hot 0.5 6 0.1
Relaxation:
krad, s
21
2-hv 15 6 2
branching 3.3 6 0.7
kcoll(O2), cm
3 s21 (1.2 6 0.2) 3 10210
collisional efficiency (O2)
a 0.21 6 0.04
akL for Cr(CO)52/O2 5 5.6 3 10210 cm3 s21.
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was accomplished here with a simple modification [18]
of the extended Beyer–Swinehart (BS) state counting
algorithm [26, 27]. The extended BS algorithm adds
separately the contribution of each individual level of a
given vibrational mode to the total sum of states. The
probability pi,n that the nth level of the ith mode will be
occupied at a given internal energy is simply the
fractional contribution made by that level to the total
sum of states Ntot. This contribution is determined from
the state count obtained when this level is excluded from
the enumeration, N2(i,n):
pi,n~E! 5
Ntot~E! 2 N2~i,n!~E!
Ntot~E!
5 1 2
N2~i,n!~E!
Ntot~E!
(7)
Note that all of these quantities are functions of internal
energy. Once level occupation probabilities are known
for a given mode, the occupation number is obtained as
a simple weighted average over the m energetically
accessible levels:
^ni~E!& 5 O
n50
m
n z pi,n~E! (8)
The validity of the total state counts obtained from
this algorithm can be checked by comparing the mean
of the Boltzmann energy distribution to the average
internal energy computed from the quantum mechani-
cal partition function. The Boltzmann distribution uses
the state count gj computed at the jth multiple of some
energy grain used for the enumeration:
nj
N
5
gj e
2Ej/kT
O
j
gj e
2Ej/kT
(9)
This distribution is plotted in Figure 3, along with a plot
of the internal energy distribution for the nascent ion
population formed by photoexcitation. The mean of the
thermal distribution agrees with the partition function
calculation to within 1.5% (both are about 2400 cm21).
Although occupation numbers can be computed from a
partition function for the mean energy of a thermal
distribution, it makes little sense to describe the mean of
the nonthermal distribution with a “temperature,” un-
derscoring the utility of the state counting approach.
Finally, note that the dissociation threshold lies at about
15,000 cm21; if the photon energy were a bit higher or
the dissociation threshold a bit lower, the photodisso-
ciation process would exhibit a mixture of one- and
two-photon behavior.
Once relative individual kem,i(E) values are calcu-
lated given the frequencies and mode occupation num-
bers, the average emitted photon frequency can be
computed as a simple weighted average:
^v~E!& 5 O
i
kem,i~E! z viO
i
kem,i~E!
5 O
i
kem,i~E! z vi
kem~E!
(10)
Likewise, the energy disposal rate can be found simply
as
2
dE
dt
5 2O
i
SdEdt D i
5 O
i
kem,i~E! z vi }O
i
vi
4 z ^ni~E!& z um10ui
2 (11)
In Figure 4, the quantities from eqs 6, 10, and 11 are
plotted as a function of Cr(CO)5
2 internal energy. The
relative macroscopic radiative rate constant krad was
evaluated using eq 3 and also plotted. Note that the
energy axis of this graph extends well beyond the
dissociation threshold. The average emitted photon
frequency (filled circles) will level off at energies high
enough to populate each mode proportionally, so that
energy equipartitioning holds (i.e., the vibrational par-
tition function for each mode is in the “high tempera-
ture” limit). For Cr(CO)5
2, this has not yet occurred by
the dissociation threshold, and the radiative relaxation
rate constant varies strongly throughout the accessible
internal energy range.
It is from this graph that the difference between the
two relaxation experiments becomes apparent. The
Figure 3. Boltzmann internal energy distributions for thermal
(325 K) and photoexcited (thermal 1 one 1064 nm photon)
Cr(CO)5
2. State densities were calculated as a function of internal
energy using the Beyer–Swinehart state-counting algorithm and
reasonable estimates of the vibrational frequencies. The average
internal energy calculated from the thermal distribution (2405
cm21) agrees with the quantum mechanical partition function to
within 1.5%. The [(OC)4Cr–CO]
2 dissociation threshold is ;15,000
cm21; sequential absorption of two 1064 nm photons is required.
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two-pulse relaxation measurements interrogate the en-
ergy region from about 12,000 to 6000 cm21, whereas
the branching ratio measurements are still sensitive to
energy changes below 2400 cm21 (given the differences
between the values determined by FA at 296 K and by
ICR at somewhat higher temperatures). At high internal
energies, the v3 frequency dependence for spontaneous
emission strongly favors emission from the highest
frequency modes (the C–O stretches), as can be seen in
the plot of the average emitted photon frequency.
However, as the ions relax through the internal energy
range of about 10,000 to 5000 cm21, these modes “turn
off” because of inadequate population, and the radia-
tive relaxation rate drops precipitously.
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Figure 4. Calculated radiative relaxation behavior for Cr(CO)5
2
as a function of internal energy. The various plotted quantities are
related to each other by eq 3, and are computed from the Einstein
spontaneous emission expression (eqs 6, 10, and 11) assuming all
modes are equally IR active. Vibrational mode occupation was
determined from state-counting calculations. The plot of average
emitted photon frequency (^v(E)&, filled circles) shows emission
from the high frequency CO stretches growing in between 5000
and 10,000 cm21. The relaxation rate constant (krad) is therefore a
strong function of ion internal energy. The experiments shown in
Figures 1 and 2 yield different values for krad in effect because they
observe the relaxation process over different internal energy
ranges.
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